Alcohol abuse in social phobic patients: is there a bipolar connection?
Epidemiological and clinical studies have reported the frequent co-occurrence of social phobia (SP) and alcohol use disorders. Patients with SP often use alcohol to cope with the social situations they fear, and to lessen anticipatory anxiety, behavioral inhibition, and phobic avoidance. We investigated whether the presence of lifetime comorbidity with alcohol abuse was associated with significant differences as regards demographic and clinical features, family history and pattern of comorbidity in a large clinical sample of SP outpatients. The sample comprised 153 outpatients who met DSM-III-R diagnostic criteria for SP. Demographic, family history and course characteristics were investigated by a semi-structured interview. Social phobic symptoms and the severity of the illness have been assessed by the Liebowitz Social Anxiety Scale (LSAS) and the Liebowitz Social Phobic Disorders Rating Scale, Severity (LSPDRS). Patients completed the Hopkins Symptom Checklist (HSCL 90). Thirty-four patients (22.2%) had a past or current history of alcohol abuse for at least 1 year. There were no significant differences between these patients and those without a history of alcohol abuse, as regards demographic features and lifetime comorbidity with major depression and other anxiety disorders. Bipolar disorder type II was found almost exclusively among patients with alcohol abuse, as well as family history for bipolar disorders. Retrospective study. Our data indicate a strong relationship between bipolar II disorder and alcohol abuse comorbidity in patients with SP. The socializing and disinhibiting effect that many social phobics report might be mediated by mood elation induced by alcohol. The presence of bipolar diathesis in patients presenting with social anxiety might explain their increased susceptibility to alcohol, as they might undertake alcohol abuse as an attempt to overcome social difficulties.